MediCleanse is an outside vendor that provides lab coat laundering service for the Health Sciences Building. Laundry is collected, processed, and returned weekly to the J-Wing basement. This service is paid for by the department, and is available for all Pharmacology labs to use.

Before dropping off your lab coats, please make sure to write the name of your lab, your room number, and the department’s MediCleanse account # 97773 directly on the garment, inside the collar. Use permanent marker. Coats that aren’t properly marked will not be returned.

The laundry pick-up/drop-off is located on Floor -1 of the J-Wing basement, right across from the double elevators. It’s a cage in the hallway, and the access code is 0323. Please put dirty lab coats in a provided biohazard bag, and put them in the bottom of the cage. Laundry pick-up/drop-off is on Fridays. Clean laundry will be hung on the rack in the laundry cage, returned 1-2 weeks after drop-off.